Curriculum Overview for Year 6 Term 3 ‘Wonderful World’
English




Mystery/ suspense stories
Formal letters
Write stories of adventure in a
fantasy setting.




Explanations

Standard English (formal writing)

Art & Design
Write poems that convey an
image.




Mark Making- famous landmarks
Painting- perspective/ using colour (River
painting)

Computing






Design & Technology


Geography

Textiles


Mathematics










Number
round any whole number
to a required degree of accuracy
use negative numbers in context, and
calculate intervals across 0
divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit
number using the formal written method of
short division where appropriate,
interpreting remainders according to the
context
perform mental calculations, including with
mixed operations and large numbers
identify common factors, common
multiples and prime numbers
solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why




multiply simple pairs of proper fractions,
writing the answer in its simplest form
divide proper fractions by whole
numbers



Measurement





use, read, write and convert between
standard units, converting
measurements of length, mass, volume
and time from a smaller unit of measure
to a larger unit, and vice versa, using
decimal notation to up to 3 decimal
places
convert between miles and kilometers



Algebra

use simple formulae
generate and describe linear number sequences
express missing number problems algebraically

Science




Animals including humans.
*identify and name the main parts of the
human circulatory system, and describe the
functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood
* recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs
and lifestyle on the way their bodies function
*describe the ways in which nutrients and
water are transported within animals, including
humans.
Evolution and inheritance.
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 Geometry




compare and classify geometric shapes
based on their properties and sizes and
find unknown angles in any triangles,
quadrilaterals, and regular polygons
illustrate and name parts of circles,
including radius, diameter and
circumference and know that the
diameter is twice the radius



Ratio and Proportion

solve problems involving the relative sizes of 2
quantities where missing values can be found
by using integer multiplication and division
facts
solve problems involving similar shapes where
the scale factor is known or can be found



Modern

Languages

French units:





Online: Internet research
E safety.
Data: using and applying Excel, spread
sheets, Access; Murder most Horror

Music


Alphabet
Use of verbs
Numbers, months the year
Home and abroad

Extend knowledge and understanding of the
world’s most significant human and physical
features. (Wonders of the World)
physical geography, including: climate zones,
biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains,
volcanoes and earthquakes, and the water cycle



Exploring sound
sources: loopy
weather unit
Exploring rhythm and pulse. Cyclic patterns.

History
Physical



Education

Religious

Education

Gymnastics.
Dance.


Life as a journey (Christian, Hindu, Jewish)
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